
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



Abstract 
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The objective of this research is to investigate the types of passive construction error on 

students’ basic consideration in writing final project. In order to deal with it, 16 final projects 

have become the object of collecting the data. It is known that final project is the paper that is 

composed by students in University as their last project during their journey of study which 

they need to explain about a phenomenon that occurs based on the observation and 

experiment. After collecting the data, it comes to the process of separating the data based on 

the types of passive construction error. This research employed mix method in analyzing 52 

data from students’ basic consideration of final project at English department.  Based on the 

theory of error analysis by Dullay (1982), there are four types of passive construction errors. 

Miss formation error, absent and wrong preposition, active order but passive form, and 

making intransitive verb passive. As a result, miss formation error is more significant, then 

followed by absent and wrong preposition next active order but passive form, and making 

intransitive verb passive is less significant of four error types in passive voice construction. In 

76,93 % total of miss formation, the sub error shows that omission error is more significant in 

this type, followed by be error then past participle error, and addition error is low significant 

in this type. This finding indicates that errors of passive construction still occur in students’ 

final project in which they have to pay attention and understand the rules because in 

composing final project they have to write it academically, and passive voice mostly 

produced in academic writing. 
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